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Abstract
The existing Internet architecture lacks support for naming locations and resolving them to the myriad addressing mechanisms we use beyond IP. We propose the Spatial Name System (SNS) that allows for the assignment of hierarchical location-based names and for resolution schemes that are both global and local. Since we extend the DNS, our scheme allows for the integration of spatial names into existing applications and opens up new possibilities for sensor networks and augmented reality.
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- Networks $\rightarrow$ Naming and addressing; Network protocol design; Location based services; Human-centered computing $\rightarrow$ Ubiquitous computing.
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1 Addressing the Location Gap
The lack of support for naming physical locations is an omission at the heart of the Internet architecture. While there have been many advances in addressing locations via multiple routing schemes, it remains difficult to refer to location-based services via logical names. This in turn makes it difficult to deploy network services that can be referred to by a stable name that specifies a given location, and that resolves to the addresses of the devices in that space. This matters because there are a broad class of network-connected devices with a physical presence to which location is an intrinsic part of their identity. A networked speaker in, say, the Oval Office is defined by its location: it’s simply the Oval Office Speaker! If the specific device moves location its identity should change with its new location, and if the device is replaced then the replacement should assume the function of its predecessor.

Using a device’s spatial location to identify it should therefore be both natural and ergonomic, but is currently neither. The emergence of augmented reality (AR) interfaces provides fresh impetus to solve this, as such interfaces should just be able to connect to networked devices in the environment and interact with them simply by looking at them through the AR headset (Figure 1 shows our prototype HoloLens interface). At the other extreme, consider environmental sensors in remote environments. These sensors typically have no global connectivity but can work in a local context via ad-hoc networking and often need delay-tolerant networking techniques to communicate [52]. Ideally, we could refer to these sensors by a stable domain name that does not change if the underlying sensor is swapped out for a replacement with a different network address.

This paper explores how to bridge physical and networked locations by extending the Domain Name System (DNS)—the standard for both global [39] and network-local naming [12]—and tackles several problematic aspects of the DNS towards supporting spatial naming. Firstly, the layers inherent in existing service discovery mechanisms mean that it can take seconds or even minutes to discover devices, whereas AR headsets must perform lookups in milliseconds as the user moves their gaze. Secondly, physical proximity also brings in a diverse range of connectivity options that aren’t available in existing DNS resource records (RRs), such as non-IP protocols like Bluetooth. Thirdly, resolving a physical location of varying resolution to a network address is not a mechanism currently supported by the DNS standards. Finally, any modifications must be backwards compatible to maintain interoperability with existing endpoints.

Figure 1: Connecting to networked devices just by looking at them (HoloLens 2 AR prototype)
Our spatial naming approach (§2.1) first extends the DNS with support for resolving the full set of addresses possible for devices, many of which are non-IP-based protocols such as Bluetooth or Zigbee (§2.2). We then extend the name resolution mechanisms to map human-readable spatial names to these network addresses (§2.3). This resolution can be split-horizon, and so resolution via a physically local spatial resolver could provide a layer 2 network address such as a Bluetooth Device Address, whereas resolving remotely might return a globally accessible IP address (§3.1). We then add support for querying a physical space by resolving geographic coordinates to spatial names tied to devices (§3.2). We then describe how this Spatial Name System (SNS) can be incrementally deployed as an extension to the DNS (§4.1), discuss the threat model (§4.2), and discuss alternative approaches (§4.3). We conclude by exploring the new class of applications (such as AR) that are enabled by this shift to spatial naming (§4.4).

2 Extending the DNS to Spatial Naming

We now sketch out a sample scenario of how we might use DNS for spatial lookups (§2.1), and then examine how we could extend the DNS protocol to support more address types (§2.2), and then define our spatial naming architecture (§2.3).

2.1 An Example Spatial Name

Consider 1600.penn-ave.washington.dc.usa.loc as the DNS name for the White House. If mic.oval-office is a device within the White House, then a local resolution from within the room returns multiple resource records (RRs); private IPv4/6 addresses for the local wireless network, and another with Bluetooth and Zigbee addresses (§2.2). The domain names can also be combined into a fully qualified domain name, allowing the device to be named globally as a URI, e.g., capnp://mic.oval-office.1600.penn-ave.→washington.dc.usa.loc/secret. The example here is for invoking RPCs using Capnproto [57], but more conventional URIs such as https:// should be self-evident. The key insight here is that we can use all the existing mechanisms in the DNS to map spatial names:

- Local spatial names are completed via the resolvers appending their global location to a query, meaning clients just need to know their relative location.
- Split horizon DNS restricts lookups for a specific subdomain unless made from within that space (§3.1).
- Extensible DNS resource records (RRs) enable clients to establish non-IP connectivity to devices given physical (wireless) proximity (§2.2).
- Spatial names can operate as a subdomain of an existing DNS domain, with a top-level domain (TLD) .loc (for location) to scale the scheme. These could interoperate for incremental deployment.

Once we can perform these spatial lookups using standard DNS, then many existing services can “just work” as location-based services and unlock applications in many areas.

2.2 Modernising Resource Records

Modern devices all have a diverse set of connectivity options, ranging from IEEE802.11, cellular, Bluetooth or Zigbee, over which IP connectivity can be layered. Although DNS is usually used for IP addresses, it is possible to extend it to return records beyond just IPv4/6 addresses (see Table 1). Indeed, in the early days of the DNS, there were records for now-unused protocols such as X25 and ISDN [56].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>RR Type</th>
<th>Sample Entry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IPv4</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>192.0.2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPv6</td>
<td>AAAA</td>
<td>2001:db8:0:0:0:0:0:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bluetooth</td>
<td>BDADDR</td>
<td>01:23:45:67:89:AB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>802.11</td>
<td>WIFI</td>
<td>(ssid), 192.0.3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LoRaWAN</td>
<td>LORA</td>
<td>(&lt;gw&gt;, &lt;devaddr&gt;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio [38]</td>
<td>DTMF</td>
<td>(&lt;tone-prefix&gt;)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Existing and extended DNS RRs

There are several benefits to extending the types of RRs available. With so many physical connectivity options available, a connecting device today needs the user to know which address to select [48] or has to perform expensive wireless scans [27] across all the protocols to determine if they are available as an option. Having a name system act as a registry for these local connectivity options is a natural extension to the DNS, as it permits connecting devices to choose the most appropriate option before committing to any one mechanism. A DNS lookup against our earlier example of a microphone device might return RRs for Bluetooth and Zigbee or even audio [38], as well as IPv4/6. These addressing extensions to the DNS are backwards compatible, since they may also be encoded as TXT records as a fallback – a technique commonly used to interoperate with DNS middleboxes.

2.3 Spatial Names

Names serve to identify resources in a manner that can be easily interpreted by humans. Domain names are used to identify a device in a realm of administrative autonomy, authority, or control within the internet. Domain names often informally contain spatial information [13, 29, 51], but the DNS does not inherently support spatial location as a property. In contrast, spatial names are designed to identify a location, giving it an identity that can be referred to within the network.

We consider two distinct classes of location encodings: civic and geodetic [47, 55]. Civic names are a location based on structured human-readable addresses which might include elements such as the room, building number, street name, city, state/county, postal code, and country, which form a hierarchy representing containment. For example, “Oval Office, 1600 Pennsylvania Ave NW, Washington, DC”.

Geodetic locations refer to a location described in terms of geographic coordinates such as latitude, longitude and optionally altitude. For example, the coordinates “38.8974 N, 77.0374 W”. This may be on a grid that partitions the whole world, or be constrained to a bounded area. In many
While civic hierarchy also provides a delegation of authority, geodetic locations define a point in space, two distinct physical locations can appear identical if the precision of the resolution is not sufficient or the altitude differs. In the context of naming this presents a fundamental challenge. There is also the challenge of finding unambiguous and unique civic encodings. DNS authority delegation means that a subdomain can have its own mechanism for providing civic encodings, similar to different countries having differing postal address formats. DNS internationalization could even be used to provide locations in localized scripts [32]. While civic hierarchy also provides a delegation of authority, geodetic names have no such hierarchy as every location is on a global coordinate system. This coordinate space can be partitioned but is still one address space. Who then has the authority to add, update, and delete records at a location? Rather than build a complex globally distributed spatial database, we can instead use the civic location hierarchy to provide a more natural mechanism to delegate authority.

So due to human-understandability, relative disambiguity, and delegation of authority, we will use civic location encodings for spatial names. Our insight is that we can represent these spatial names as domain names and implement the SNS as an extension of the DNS. This allows us to interoperate with existing protocols to maintain backward compatibility (§4) and use an existing globally distributed key-value store to scale to the planet. Figure 2 shows an example spatial name hierarchy starting from the root with arrows denoting delegation to subdomains. The .loc root is shown alongside other TLDs to demonstrate DNS interoperability. Entries below .loc follow a possible civic location encoding.

We can assign human-meaningful hostnames to devices based on their function within a spatial domain. For example, if we have a microphone right next to a display which might overlap with geodetic names, we can assign names representational of their functionality, with the civic hierarchy ensuring these names remain unique. A microphone in the White House would have a different civic name from a microphone in 10 Downing Street due to their different spatial domains.

Traditional domain names also rely on administrative delegation, which poses the question for the SNS: who is going to administer these spatial domains? Governments, states, and city councils would be the obvious candidates for the first, second, and third-level domains of the global .loc TLD. However, to support incremental deployment, spatial subdomains at existing DNS domains are possible, for example whitehouse.loc.usa.gov. Within a spatial domain, it is possible to support zero-configuration deployment with devices assigning themselves names based on local positioning systems (§3.2), just as DHCP/DNS servers can assign devices network names based on their client identifiers.

## 3 Spatial Resolution Schemes

We next discuss more detailed designs for context-dependent (§3.1) resolutions, and resolutions of physical locations (§3.2), in the Spatial Name System.

### 3.1 Split-Horizon Resolution

The resolution of a spatial name depends on the context. The resolution of a name from within a spatial domain can return internal, local network addresses (§2.2). On the other hand, if a spatial name is resolved by a node outside, it may return a global, publicly routable IP address. We can utilize split-horizon DNS to provide these context-dependent resolutions.

Consider a microphone in the Oval Office (Figure 3), which can resolve the spatial name of a nearby speaker to its local Bluetooth Device Address using a BDADDR record. This local spatial resolution can be particularly useful where devices need to interact with each other over short distances. Now consider a camera installed in the 10 Downing Street cabinet room that needs to resolve the spatial name of a TV located in the Oval Office. The camera is outside of the Oval Office’s spatial domain and hence gets the globally resolvable AAAA record corresponding to the display screen. If the device hosting the spatial name is behind Network Address Translation (NAT), a global IP could be dynamically created for a
particular port as a side-effect of the DNS resolution using, for example, the Port Control Protocol [59] or VPN tunnels that are maintained for the duration of the DNS response TTL, permitting external access to the display.

However, some devices might not be appropriate to resolve globally (such as the microphone in the Oval Office) and we need to augment the SNS with access control for this scenario. Beyond general DNS authentication mechanisms, authentication to a spatial domain can be achieved by taking advantage of physical locality. For example, authentification to a room like the Oval Office could be done by being physically present in the same space using audio beacons that chirp an encoded message to prove presence [36, 38]. With this system, the Oval Office’s microphone could only respond to resolutions from devices already in the same room, refusing to return any address to resolvers outside.

3.2 Geodetic Resolution

While spatial names provide a human-readable, hierarchical understanding of location, they do not allow the discovery of devices by their geographic coordinates. Since many location-aware applications are concerned with the precise physical location of devices, we introduce a geodetic resolution to resolve a coordinate-based location to spatial names or network addresses. Geodetic resolution allows us to answer queries such as "which devices are in this area?".

An explicit form of location encoding is available in the existing DNS, in the form of LOC records [14]. LOC records map a domain name to a location with a latitude, longitude and altitude; as well as optionally the size of the location and its precision. However, they have seen little real-world deployment [18]. For the SNS’s purposes, there is no way to resolve from a location to a name or address. However, LOC RRs [14] could be one method used to encode these geodetic locations. Other encodings would be possible with custom TXT records, including non-global geocodings, and encodings supporting polygons.

For this to work, devices would need to have access to some form of location-aware technology. This could be as simple as a user manually registering a device’s location when it’s installed, or global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) – like the Global Positioning System (GPS) or Galileo – can be used to provide global geolocation to passive receivers. GNSS is limited in its accuracy indoors and in dense urban areas, however. An alternative is Indoor positioning systems (IPS) which use radio waves or other sensory information to locate objects within a building [54]. One early example is the Active BAT system [22].

To perform geodetic resolution, we need to associate values (names or addresses) with these geodetic locations. The exact semantics of the geodetic coordinate could vary, but we’ll take the physical area as a simple example. When performing a resolution we check a queried area for any values with intersecting coordinates; i.e., we find the overlap between our queried area and areas associated with values.

A naive solution to this would involve checking every device’s location in a domain against the query area, but this would be $O(n)$ for $n$ devices. Instead, we can use existing work from spatial indexing [9, 35, 45] to optimize our queries. One possibility would be using space-filling curves to partition an area and provide a spatial index. Hilbert curves are one such curve which preserve locality when mapping a 1D space to a higher dimension [23]. We can efficiently lookup overlapping interval ranges of this Hilbert curve to calculate the intersection in logarithmic complexity [16]. Hilbert curves with varying order can be used to provide varying precision (see Figure 4). We emphasise that this is just one possible scheme, however, and alternatives such as R-trees [8, 21] may be more efficient for sparse locations.

We have discussed geodetic resolution in the context of a local spatial domain, but we can extend this system to global resolution using the SNS hierarchy. Spatial domains down the hierarchy could have geodetic mappings, so a query to “38.8974°N, 77.0374°W” (the Oval Office) would start at ‘.loc’, which would return ‘.usa’ as the next domain to check, operating like normal iterative DNS. The resolver could iterate down the hierarchy until it reaches the oval-office nameserver. Note that these high-level spatial domains, like country code second-level domains, will have very complex geometries, which further motivate the work into novel spatial indexing schemes for this globally distributed geodetic database. There is also the question of handling ambiguity – what if you query a point right on the border? Returning a set of RRs in the DNS authority section [1] could be used to point the resolver to multiple spatial domains, which it can then pursue concurrently.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{hilbert_curves.png}
\caption{Hilbert Curves of Order $n$}
\end{figure}
4 The Spatial Name System

We will now discuss how the SNS can be implemented as an extension of the DNS (§4.1), then consider the security and privacy implications of using the DNS (§4.2). We give an overview of related work (§4.3) and describe the applications the SNS enables (§4.4).

4.1 Spatial Deployment

While the spatial split-horizon (§3.1) and geodetic resolution (§3.2) necessitate modifications to clients and nameservers, implementing the SNS as an extension of the DNS allows it to be rolled out incrementally across authoritative DNS nameservers and stub resolvers, work harmoniously with existing middleboxes, and work with end devices [34]. This allows the SNS to interoperate with existing DNS features and DNS-based protocols. The DNS domain space can be used with the proposed .loc TLD, and existing DNS resolver infrastructure can be used to perform queries.

While our motivating examples are for static devices, we can layer a limited form of mobility using existing DNS mechanisms. If a device moves between spatial domains and wants to retain communication with its identity at its former location, it can use a CNAME record to point to the new location. If a device moves geodetic location, updates to the geodetic mapping within a local spatial domain could be done using dynamic DNS updates [58]. Aside from naming, existing network mobility techniques can be used for established connections [6, 40, 43].

DNSSEC [25] operates as usual, which enables us to have authenticated answers to spatial queries. This also allows us to securely provision public keys with the SNS using SSHFP records [19]. This, in turn, enables the transparent replacement of devices at a spatial name, as even their public keys can be replaced through the naming system.

DNS Service Discovery (DNS-SD) [10] uses standard DNS protocols, including mDNS [11] for the local link, to discover services available in a given domain. With SNS, this domain becomes a spatial domain, such as a particular room, floor, or building. DNS-SD augmented with spatial information makes service discovery more context-aware since it is no longer about finding a service anywhere on the network but rather about finding it in the spatial environment.

4.2 Security and Privacy Considerations

The DNS has a long history of problems with misconfiguration and security. Their impact is potentially far more severe for the SNS given the sensitivity of location information.

First, consider the risk of unauthorised access to devices or locations. Sometimes the mere existence of a name could be sensitive information. However, the DNS does not implement a generic form of access control, every record is instead public. The closest form of preventative measures to restrict the information accessible is Transaction Signatures (TSIG) for zone transfers [15] and DNSSEC next secure record version 3 (NSEC3) RRs preventing zone enumeration [5]. Future work on SNS access control (§3.1) could provide access control to resolving and addressing a particular device. This would be augmented with fine-grained application layer access control to specific services.

Second, there is the risk of privacy violation. SNS query privacy is potentially of more concern than traditional DNS resolutions as an adversary could use them to track user’s locations. While DNS-over-TLS [28] and DNS-over-HTTPS [26] encrypt the queries, recursive resolvers can correlate client IPs with unencrypted queries [37]. There are existing schemes for private DNS resolutions that aim to disassociate the query from the address making the query [46, 50] that could be used to mitigate this.

Third, there is the risk of address spoofing. An attacker could manipulate DNS responses to redirect traffic to a malicious party. DNSSEC can work as normal to mitigate this [25].

We also consider the risk of service disruption via a denial of service attack to disrupt the resolution process and hence the functionality of local devices. To address this, as well as accommodate this context-dependent operation, we propose deploying authoritative nameservers to the edge of the network. These nameservers would hold authority over the devices within their respective spatial domains. It is not necessary to have a unique nameserver for each room; instead, a single nameserver could manage a local area. These nameservers would interact with devices joining the network via protocols such as DHCP, promptly assigning them global spatial names, as well as managing NAT. By moving the responsibility of DNS operations to the edge of the network, we can support low-latency name resolution for local devices as well as offline operation, ensuring continued functionality for local devices even in the face of service degradation or disconnection from the wider internet.

4.3 Related Work

4.3.1 Geographic Routing and Addressing In the Internet, a host’s topological location (denoted by an IP address) is vital for routing and addressing. Current Internet protocols relegate support for spatial location to inference from other network properties such as domain names, propagation delays, and IP addresses, which are limited in their accuracy and precision [17, 20, 31, 42, 49]. This is intentional as location-independence is desirable for most of the Internet, but there is also a class of devices for which spatial location is core to their function.

Geographic routing (georouting) schemes, such as Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing [30], do support spatial location in the network by making forwarding decisions based on nodes positions in order to route to a location. Similarly, geographic casting (geocasting) makes spatial location explicit by encoding it in network addresses [41]. Geocast uses geographical coordinates as part of the addressing scheme, utilizing IPv6’s support for geographic-based unicast addresses with the reserved binary prefix ’100’ [24]. It operates by utilizing geographic coordinates or areas as destinations
for packets and defines a geographical region of hosts in the network as the destination for a network message. These messages are then routed to all devices within this specified region, making it possible to target data delivery to a specific geographic area. These approaches overload the meaning of IP addresses with both topological and spatial locations. In contrast, a spatial name service allows us to decouple logical names from the concrete location addressing schemes used.

4.3.2 The Intentional Naming System. Another system that does solve this at the naming layer is the Intentional Naming System (INS) [4]. The INS uses a language based on attributes and values to name services and resources. This is considerably more complex than domain names and includes multiple dimensions such as resource location and resource type. While this certainly has its appeal, the INS does not support interoperation with the DNS.

4.4 Implications

We have described a design for a spatial name system that builds over the DNS, but it is only worth building if it enables a new class of location-aware applications.

Urban device management. Many modern "smart" devices require a remarkable amount of configuration, including many extraneous features [33]. The SNS offers the possibility of separating the management of device functions ("living room light") from the address management of those devices on local networks. Once they start using the SNS, they can be operated locally in an offline-first manner via a direct wireless connection, by resolving their spatial name to a local address that only requires physical proximity. This in turn allows for functionality that requires Internet access to be separately activated, which greatly reduces the attack surface of the device [44]. It may even be possible to support DNS lookups for the non-IP connectivity mechanisms to permit SNS lookups with only physical proximity.

Spatial names for augmented reality. Naming also needs to progress in terms of latency. The emergence of augmented reality headsets brings a demand for real-time spatial name discovery (§1). This requires precise positioning information, both from the headsets and from the environment containing the devices that are being looked at. The SNS provides the protocol framework for devices to advertise their location, and building it over the DNS allows for caching and broadcast-based discovery. With new schemes such as space-filling curves for specifying the precision of a spatial lookup (§3.2), modern headsets such as the upcoming Apple Vision Pro can convert gaze tracking into real-time connectivity to local devices. And since the SNS is just an extension to DNS, these visual connections can also be secure by the use of SNS-based TLS certificates.

Environmental sensor management. On the other end of the spectrum are environmental sensors in remote environments where there is no global access to the Internet (Figure 5).

Figure 5: A camera trap in a Costa Rican rainforest

The SNS simplifies some management concerns: the devices could, for example, sign their readings using certificates issued from the spatial name. It would even be possible to obtain proof of physical access from the device (for example via local audio) and subsequently use that in a global SNS URI to authenticate future remote access to that device (either directly or via delay tolerant protocols [53]).

Any network service can be spatial. Finally, the compatibility of the SNS with existing DNS means that almost any existing applications can become location-aware, simply by naming them appropriately. For example, we could create URIs for spatial locations, and with global names we can also provision TLS certificates for a location using ACME’s DNS-01 challenge [7]. We could use federated messaging services to generate virtual entities tied to physical locations. The Matrix protocol [2], for example, uses domain names for server endpoints, and these could now be resolved by location. ActivityPub [3] and any other protocols that use URIs can be deployed just by assigning them to a spatial name instead of a domain name. APIs for a location would be accessible, e.g. to view a camera or brew a cup of coffee. The spatial name, along with a VPN, permits these devices to be managed from afar as well.

5 Conclusions

We have outlined how spatial locations could be represented as an extension to the DNS, enabling a new class of low-latency location-based services to be built that interact naturally with networked devices in the environment. We believe it is possible to make this system backwards compatible with the DNS, globally scalable and privacy-aware, and unlock new networked application domains such as AR headsets.
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